
GENERAL METHOD
The choice and use of safety devices installed on the floor, activated by foot, depend upon the 
appropriate  type-“C” Safety Standard or upon the evaluation of risks in conformity with the 
EN ISO 12100 Standard if  a type-“C” Safety Standard does not exist.
Examples of sensible devices installed on the floor include pressure-sensitive safety mats, 
pressure-sensitive platforms and optoelectronic protection devices. 
The minimum distances derived in this point for sensitive floor-mounted devices require that 
the approaching speed to the hazardous area is the walking speed. As for the risk of bypassing 
the detection area, please refer to the Appendix B (EN ISO 13855 Standard). The minimum 
distance is to be calculated with the following formula:

The minimum distance  from the hazardous area shall be calculated with the general formula:

S = Minimum distance (in 
mm) of the hazardous area

from the point, the axis,  the
surface or the detection zone

S = (1600 mm/s x T) + (1200 mm - 0.4 H)

T = Global response time in seconds

H = distance in millimetres 
over the reference plan, e.g. 
the floor.

HOW TO DIMENSION A SAFETY MAT

S = Minimum distance (in mm) from the 
hazardous area to the point, the axis, the 

surface or the detection zone

S = (K x T) + C

T = Global response time in seconds

K = Constant expressed in
millimetres/seconds, resulting from data 

on the approach speed of the human 
body or parts of the body

C = Additional distance in millimetres based 
on the intrusion into the hazardous area before 
the activation of the safety device

CALCULATION OF MINIMUM DISTANCE FOR SAFETY DEVICES INSTALLED ON THE FLOOR



Example
Approach direction to the detection zone.
This minimum distance shall be calculated with the following formula:

S = (KxT) + C

Where: K = 1600 mm/s
 C = 1200 mm - 0.4 H,but not less than 850 mm,

where H is the height of the detection area over
the reference plan, e.g.  the floor (in mm).

Namely: S= (1600 mm/s x T) + (1200 mm - 0.4 H)

H  Height of the detection area on the reference plan
S Minimum distance

FLOOR-MOUNTED INSTALLATION
In most cases, the sensitive device is installed directly on the floor, that is H = 0. Therefore, 
the minimum distance for pressure sensitive devices installed on the floor shall be calculated 
with the following formula:

S = Minimum distance
(in mm) of the hazardous 

area to the point, the axis, the 
surface or the detection zone

S = (1600 mm/s x T) + 1200 mm

T = Global response 
time in seconds
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